Computer-aided selection of potential antihypertensive compounds with dual mechanism of action.
The prediction of biological activity spectra for substances as an approach for searching compounds with complex mechanisms of action was studied. New compounds with dual mechanisms of antihypertensive action were found by this approach. Biological activity spectra for substances were predicted on the basis of their structural formulas by the computer program PASS. Thirty molecular mechanisms of action of compounds from the MDDR 99.2 database, which cause the antihypertensive effect and can be predicted by PASS, have been identified. The analysis of predictions for compounds with 15 dual antihypertensive mechanisms of action from the MDDR 99.2 database has confirmed high accuracy of prediction. This approach was applied to databases of commercially available compounds (AsInEx and ChemBridge) and allowed us to select four substances that are potential inhibitors of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) and of neutral endopeptidase (NEP). At a later time, all these compounds were found to be the inhibitors of both ACE and NEP. The most potent compounds had IC(50) of 10(-7)-10(-9) M for ACE and 10(-5) M for NEP. New combinations of dual mechanisms of action never before found for antihypertensive compounds were predicted.